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Research (field work, scientific papers) but not only….

 Stakeholders involvement

 Policy briefs

 A manual for African BR managers



Objective
 Increase the awareness, knowledge and use of ES to promote a management in 

favour of both Nature and People.

Contents

And throughout the manual

 Examples and case studies from African BRs

 References to additional useful resources



Contents

• What is biodiversity?
• Humans and nature 
• Why do we protect nature?
• What are ecosystem services?
• Services provided by ecosystems are essential to human 

well-being
• Who benefits from ES?
• Ecosystem services at risk

CHAPTER 1. Ecosystem Services



Contents

• The Man and the Biosphere Programme
• Challenges, stakes and interests for MAB managers and link with ecosystem services 
• Stakeholders at the basis!
• What strategy for Biosphere Reserves at the global level?
• Main challenges in Biosphere Reserves
• Contribution of MAB to a greener economy

BOX ABOUT CHALLENGES IN THE LAKE TANA BIOSPHERE
RESERVE, ETHIOPIA

What are some challenges you face?

“There is no proper land use system around the BR. 
People are in a hurry to develop, so they end up 
encroaching on areas that should have been conserved. It 
is coupled with the high population density and poverty 
around these BR.”

CHAPTER 2: Biosphere Reserves 



Contents

• What are Ecosystem Services assessment tools, and what are they 
for?

• Why (not) using ES tools?
• How to select the ‘right’ ES tool? 

• Which ES tools exist? 
• Visual supports to select the most relevant tool 

• Applying ES tools in practice
• Lessons learned from ES tools applications 

BOX: COMBINING TESSA, NGT & Q METHODOLOGY IN PENDJARI BIOSPHERE
RESERVE, BENIN

CHAPTER 3. Ecosystem Services Assessment Tools



Contents

• Why (not) giving an economic value to ecosystem services? 
• Fully valuing ecosystem services for a better man and nature balance
• What are the pros and cons of economic valuation of ES?
• When to conduct an economic valuation study?
• When can it be useful or not? 
• Economic valuation approaches
• What are Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES)?
• How to set up reward mechanisms for ecosystem services?
• Case studies

EXAMPLE OF LOCAL PES IN TANZANIA: 
THE SIMANJIRO PLAINS

CHAPTER 4. How to value ecosystem services?



Contents

• How to achieve actual change?
• How can ES tools contribute to better MAB management?
• How can ES assessment trigger change? 
• Stakeholders: how and when to engage them? 
• Communication

ES assessment generates action

“People tend to appreciate and realize how 
important ES are as far as improvement of their 
livelihoods is concerned. The ecosystem evaluation 
approach is good to help decide among us the 
different competing users, and to do project A or 
project B.” 

Scientist

CHAPTER 5. From ecosystem services assessment to actual change



Next steps
• Dissemination

• for the 50 years of UNESCO-MAB
• CBD COP 2021

Conclusions
• No simple answers to such complex management issues surrounding ecosystem 

services in Biosphere reserves
• Added value: 

• Answer to an expressed need
• Selection (and sometimes simplification) of relevant existing information, not 

always available to BR managers - Own graphical design
• Concrete case studies coming from the EVAMAB project and other Biosphere

Reserves
• Concepts to be taken cautiously: capacity building will be key



http://cebios.naturalsciences.be

CEBioS

www.biodiv.be/evamab

http://cebios.naturalsciences.be/
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